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About This Game

At a reception organised in honour of his daughter, Melvyn Bromsby, a rich tycoon, is about to make an important
announcement concerning his future business affairs when, all of a sudden, a shot rings out. Sir Bromsby collapses, having

suffered a mortal wound to the heart...
A baffling murder, dozens of witnesses and numerous places to visit around Victorian London. You play Sherlock Holmes, and

use all your skills to shed light on this mysterious case.

Assume the role of Sherlock Holmes and Doctor Watson and meet all the heroes of the novels: Inspector Lestrade,
Wiggins, Mycroft and many others!

Investigate 5 murders! Over 40 witnesses to question, 200 clues to uncover and over 25 hours of gameplay to solve the
mystery.

Explore Victorian London, which is magnificently and faithfully reproduced in 3D.

Between each level Sherlock Holmes sets you a quiz which will validate your progress in the case.

The adventure is full of vivid cut scenes to heighten the dramatic aspect of the story.
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Enjoyable little game. Some of the instructions are a bit funny. To enable xbox controller support, Press Ctrl + Y and move all
the checkmarks to joypad. To fullscreen press 3. To make the game not an autorunner, change the controls to dpad. The controls
feel a little bit floaty, but overall I enjoy the game and the writing. Characters are snarky and you get achievements for lots of
random things. Such as inspecting poo. lol

All and all, not the next Mario but a fun way to waste a couple of hours when you are bored. OST is bright and cheery.. I've
played a decent amount on other platforms, and can say without any reservation that this is a fantastic roguelike and a significant
upgrade over Cardinal Quest 1.

Class balance and combat seems to be improved, with much more interesting leveling up and upgrades. In Cardinal Quest 1,
certain classes felt like easy mode, but the balance is much more in sync this time around. Additionally, there is a lot more
gameplay than originally.

If you're a roguelike fan, this should scratch that itch.. Crap and more crap. No thanks and not worth another word.. Its been 2
years since i purchased this and every 6 months i check in and nothing has changed, university tycoon and supermarket tycoon
are the same. If it has been abandoned at least let the buyers know. Its a pity when other 1-2 dev games are updating daily or
weekly. I doubt i will even bother now as looking at the game frustrates me. Money for nothing. It had so much potential too..
This is neat little puzzle game. Some of the puzzles are quite simple, while others are maddeningly difficult. Sometimes, I
wanted to kick myself after solving a level and realizing that the solution should have been obvious. You have to take several
different approaches to reach the answer sometimes, I guess. Anyway, this game is good to get the ol' brain working a bit. I'm
having fun with it.. Because its only the German League! :(
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This game shows the capabilities of an unmodified RPG MAKER VX ACE game would look like, this has very few scripts
involved (my game that uses it does not have in game cinematics) this one does have the cinematics. It is no leap foward in
terms of game developement. But if you want to see the base capabilities of RPGVXA then play it. Also always get it on sale. Its
a barebones RPG with a basic plot. The beginning is a challenge if you dont know where to go (hint: do the job first and
quickly). Anyone who has used an RPG Maker before knows the controls.. BOUGHT BUT WONT EUIP IN GAME LIKE IT
DOESNT RECOGNIZE I HAVE IT. This is a good route, and a long one, but lacks scenarios.

From Paddington via Reading all the way to Oxford, which must be one of the longer routes available for the game.

For me, it's such a shame that the scenarios are so limited. There are only two career scenarios, both of which are nigh-on
impossible to complete. There are some non-career scenarios which are okay, but why not update this to add more career
scenarios, for players who like to complete those...?

Overall, even though it's one of the cheapest routes for the game, and in that sense is quite good value because it's so long, I
wouldn't recommend it for that reason. But if you're not fussed about scenarios, it's probably worth it.. Not really what I was
expecting. I was expecting the game to allow us to choose the method of execution, but it's all prestaged and is a matter of just
timing a button click.

Kind of lame.. Personally, I love these little games, and if it's a mobile port, I do not care, just proposing fun gameplay
supported by basic but accurate game mechanics.

In Ninja Guy, unfortunately, there is nothing of that.

Bad realization, bad animations, sometimes the character jumps on invisible platforms...

The main attack is useless, you'll immediately throw only shuriken until the end of the game

There is some money to be collected along the way, but picking them is TOTALLY useless..nothing to unlock....!

I do not recommend the purchase, there are plenty of games for the same price (or less!) that are much better...without any
doubt.

Pure garbage. Seriously.
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